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The DOC COLOR system is a journey 
of experience to fulfil your every wish 
for color in total comfort for you and 
for your hair. 

Experiencing color in the salon will 
never again be like before. The 

maximum in DELICACY on hair and 
scalp for a SURPRISING result, 
excellent COVERAGE performance, 
maximum intensity of TONE and hair 
that is more beautiful and healthier 
than before.

Aloe Vera, Spirulina and a mix of 
natural moisturizing, nourishing and 
soothing oils have replaced water, 
the main ingredient in all traditional 
colors to create the most precious 
and performing coloring system that 
you can find. 

Jean Paul Mynè research has 
liberated color from its traditional 
limits by eliminating fragrances, all 
trace of heavy metals, ammonia and 
enriching it with a precious blend of 

moisturising, nourishing and soothing 
oils that are contained in all DOC 
coloring system products, that derive 
from carefully selected high quality 
raw materials. 

Presented in unconventional 
packaging that meets food quality 
standards, 100% recyclable and 
reusable. Jean Paul Mynè transforms 
color into a DOC embrace that has to 
be experienced. 

What is it?

Why is
it unique?



72 inter-mixable shades for a 
permanent or demi-permanent 
result and infinite effects.

C O L O R

Moisturizing emulsion with precious ingredients to maintain comfort and activate 
DOC COLOR. Enriched with enzymes of natural origin derived from PAPAYA and 
PINEAPPLE, keeps hair healthy and soft.

The only bleaching system without ammonia immersed in a bath of precious 
moisturizing, nourishing and soothing oils that protect the structure of hair and 
skin and guarantee maximum lightening performance.

CHOOSE
YOUR FLAVOR

AND TASTE YOUR 
EXPERIENCE FROM

C O L O R
 G O U R M E T .

e  in pired… Let yourself



Wellness program for scalp and hair to be savored at every coloring for an 
unforgettable experience.
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L IBERATE &  BA LANC E1 .

RESTORE &  STRENGTHEN 3 .

BLOC K ,  MA INTA IN  &  
PROTEC T
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C OLOR &  C REATE 2 .
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L i b erate 
& B alan c e

WHAT I S  I T?

1 .

WHAT D OE S
I T  D O?

Reset is the exclusive treatment that liberates hair and scalp from heavy metal 
residue, restabilizing pH balance and wellness.

A precious complex of micro-granules based on vitamin C and other natural 
substances such as water-soluble gluconalactone and xanthan gum that form a 
precious gel on contact with water.

A gentle “detoxification” of scalp and hair in order to remove all toxins 
accumulated from the atmosphere, chemical treatments, substances applied or 
heavy metals deposited on the stem and scalp. 
Restores natural pH of skin and hair to eliminate all interference with optimum 
hair color performance. Try it also on your hands for a delicate gommage for 
soft and renewed skin.



Color 
& Create

FUS I ON

MOSAIC

2 .

“ART GAMES”

Find color harmony by merging two 
shades that are not too strongly 
contrasting to create a sophisticated 
and unique effect with an exclusive 
feel. 

Panels of light that enhance color 
and give a free voice to your 
personality.  

Price €

This is the most original way to give 
character to your hair whilst 
maintaining a sober and elegant 
result. Just like in a mosaic where 
different colored tiles alternate like 
droplets that cause the light to break 
up and bring back that extravagant 
feel to your look.

Price €

Do you just want to touch up your 
base color, but you’re curious about 
something special that’s not too far 
from the way you are? Your 
hairdresser can help you try an effect 
on a strand of hair by using the same 
standing time as for the base color.

The result? Make the most of your 
face and give character to your style 
without any drastic changes.  

Price €

The DOC coloring and bleaching 
system to freely create your 
desired effect by playing with color. 
With your hairdresser’s advice, find 
the best approach to your style.



R es tore & 
S tren g th en

WHAT I S  I T?  

3 .

WHAT D OE S
I T  D O?

A revolutionary and inimitable molecular reconstruction system. 100% made in 
Italy. The outcome of research carried out at the Jean Paul Mynè laboratories.

With its original formula based on organic acids, amino acids and special 
eco-certified zinc salts, when used during coloring or bleaching treatment it 
enables the creation of new bonds that support damaged hair fibres. It restores 
and recovers fragile and spoilt hair.



B loc k ,  
m ai n tai n  
& p rotec t

WHAT I S  I T?  

4 .

NAVITAS ORGANIC TOUCH shampoo and mask are the outcome of a careful 
selection of the best and safest ingredients. This is a complete range of high 
quality organic pigments that have been skilfully combined with an 
extraordinary cosmetic base for Shampoo and Mask. Available in 12 shades, 
including MILK that contains no pigment.

NAVITAS ORGANIC TOUCH SHAMPOO MILK with its special formulation enables 
the elimination of all coloring or bleaching residue. NAVITAS ORGANIC TOUCH 
MASK MILK provides a longer lasting result. The perfect ally for POST COLOR 
treatment and for home application with the choice of the ideal shade to 
maintain the vivacity of highlights over time. Makes the hair soft and shiny. 

WHAT D OE S
I T  D O?



Taste
B A L A N CE D



W A R M

Taste



S P I CY

Taste



CO L D

Taste



A R T

Taste



Create
your
flavor!




